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How is Christmas (or New Year) celebrated in your country? Are there any special Advent traditions / 
rituals in your country? 

Alfredo:  People decorate the houses with Christmas ornaments, the Christmas tree and the nativity 
scene. On Christmas Eve it is a tradition to sing Christmas carols and have dinner with the  
family. At Christmas you also eat with your family and according to a local tradition in the 
Basque Country, a charcoal burner brings gifts for the children. 

Oriol:      The most important days here are 24 night (dinner time), 25 afternoon (lunch time) and 26 after 
    noon (lunch time) (only in Catalonia, not in the rest of Spain). These dates are to enjoy with  
     family. One of the special traditions in Catalonia is ¨Tió de Nadal¨ very nice tradition for the  
    children: The tradition is that one magic piece of tree trunk from the forest come the houses  
     where the children have been very good during all the year. Then the children have to take care  
     of that trunk and have to give every night some food to be healthy and happy during December  
     till Christmas day. Then on the Christmas day the trunk is happy and satisfied and the Children  
    cover the trunk with a blanked and sing an special & traditional song that starts like ¨Caga  
      Tió…..¨and also in same time with a piece of stick the children beat on the back of the trunk, and  
    when the song finish, remove the blanked and find sweets and some small presents. The chil- 
     dren repeat several times till the trunk only offer carbon, then means he finished his part, wish  
     merry Christmas to the children go again to the forest.

Antonio:   We install “Belenes” at home and in public sqares. The Belenes are like small models of  
Bethlehem (or at least what the average Spaniard imagine how it could have been). We sing 
Christmas carols around them. Besides Santa Claus we have “Los reyes magos” (the three 
wise men) which bring presents on Epiphany night.

Carles:     Christmas Eve on the 24th all the family is gathering to celebrate the birth of Jesus Christ. This fam-
ily celebration continues on the 25th as Christmas day celebration. In Catalunya, during advent 
weeks, the children have been feeding a “magic log” so call “Tio” with some fruit, peanuts and 
snacks. Also children warm it up with a blanket. Then on Christmas eve the blanket will be pulled 
off and small presents will appear, if only the children had played traditional “Tio” song.  

 ABOUT CHRISTMAS 
IN SPAIN 
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Which dish / menu from your country would you like to share with the Berghof colleagues? And why? 
 
Alfredo:  In Spain, tapas (pintxos in the Basque country) are traditional at Christmas as starters, so I 

have chosen the Gilda, which is one of the most typical pintxos in the Basque country, very 
tasty and simple to prepare.

Oriol:  I will prepare a special tradition first dish in Catalonia for the Christmas day 25th  
     December, its one traditional first dish during the lunch in Christmas day. The name of this dish in  
                Catalan is ¨Canelons the rostit¨. In English is like Roast Meat Cannelloni. I want to share with                                                                                
                     Berghof colleagues and customers because it is a traditional dish that pass from one generation  
          to the other one. I will prepare like my grandma and my mother and I wish you will enjoy  
               because they are amazing. 
Antonio: Merluza a la vasca. This is Hake cooked Basque style (also known as Hake on green sauce). 
                   Very typical from this region (all local ingredients) and for me a must in Christmas eve during  
                 the last years.
Carles:  I will conclude our special menu with a traditional dessert, called “Catalan cream”. Not  
                difficult to prepare, even together with the kids. Enjoy!

What is the one thing you personally look forward to most every year? 

Alfredo:  At Christmas everyone returns home to be with the family. It is a time to get together with 
your friends and loved ones. I love being able to meet again with friends and people who live 
abroad and who you cannot see for the rest of the year. 

Oriol:     To be healthy, enjoy with family and to enjoy and improve personally in life and work.
Antonio: Christmas eve dinner.
Carles:   What I like the most, is gathering all the family and relatives, especially those who live in  
                 different places. Moreover, the joy and happiness of the children, absolutely.

 ABOUT CHRISTMAS 
IN SPAIN 
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Spanish Christmas Menu

Main course: Merluza a la vasca (Hake cooked Basque style)

4 PERSONS

Dessert: Crema catalana (Catalan cream) 

4 PERSONS
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Antonio Sempere

Starter: Gilda (Tapas Basque style)

Alfredo Crespo

Carles Garcia

Oriol Jiménez Sabé

First course:  Canalón (Cannelloni Spanish style)

8 PERSONS



Ingredients Starter/ 
Gilda (Tapas Basque style, also known as 
Pintxos):
Toothpicks
Pitted olives (can be stuffed)
Chillies
Anchovies in oil
Anchovies in vinegar
Olive oil to taste

Version with boiled egg and 
homemade mayonnaise 
200 ml of oil*: 
1 teaspoon of wine vinegar or lemon 
juice
1/4 teaspoon of salt 
Toothpicks
Pitted olives (can be stuffed)
Boiled eggs

 
*if you add 200 ml of olive oil, you will have a mayonnaise  
with a quite pronounced flavor. We like it softer and we add  
150 ml of seed or sunflower oil, and 50 ml of olive oil.  
According to your taste, go testing and adjusting the  
amount of oil of each type. 



1
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- If the chillies are very long, cut each piece into two  
   pieces, and reserve.- With a toothpick, prick an olive, one piece of chilli,  

   2 folded anchovy in oil, another piece of chilli and  
   another 2 olives.- With a toothpick, prick an olive, one piece  

   of chilli, 2 folded anchovy in vinegar, another piece    

   of chilli and another 2 olives.

GildaHow it is done

- When you have assembled all the  

    pintxos, place on a plate, pour with olive oil  

    and serve. 
- The most typical is with anchovy in oil.  

    You can also use other ingredients and  

    replace/combine the anchovy with cured  

    cheese, Iberian ham or whatever you like.
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It is that simple - click on the video now

https://bit.ly/2KWFzVP

https://bit.ly/2KWFzVP


3 Version with boiled eggs and homemade mayonnaise  

- Crack the egg and pour it into the bowl. Also add  

   the salt and the lemon juice or vinegar. 
- Pour the oil over it little by little, and even better if  
   you tip the bowl a little and make the oil slide inside  

   it, so it falls quietly on top of the egg.
- Insert the mixer into the container until the bottom,  

   now turn it on and leave it completely still, until you  

   see that the sauce emulsifies and takes on a  
   creamy texture. 

GildaHow it is doneCo
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It is that simple - click on the video now

https://bit.ly/3myyKrB

- Cut boiled egg into two pieces.

- With a toothpick, prick an olive, one   

    piece of boiled egg and another two  

    olives.
- With a spoon spread the mayonnaise  

   on the pintxo. You can also mix canned  

   tuna with the mayonnaise before spread  

   it on the pintxo.
- With the food mill we grate boiled egg  

   on the pintxo.

- At that moment you can move your arm up and  

   down with smooth movements so that the oil that  

   may have been left on top is also integrated, and  

    the sauce is perfectly blended. You can even 

    let a little air in, so it gives it some body.

- Taste it and see if you have to rectify it with salt.  

   Also, if you like it to have a special touch of  

   lemon or vinegar, you can add a little more.

4

https://bit.ly/3myyKrB


Ingredients first course
Canalon  
(Cannelloni Catalan style) 

Stuffing of the Cannelloni
4 Figueres Onions (are typical from one region of 
Catalonia) have to be sweet onions
3 Leeks
3 Carrots
4 Ripe tomatoes
1 Clove of garlic
Some laurel
350 g of neck pancetta
350 g beef shank
1 Yellow Catalan Chicken (typical from Catalonia, 
but you can also use a normal farmer chicken)
1 piece of foie: 
1 piece of dry bread
50 cl of Vi Ranci (a typical wine from Catalonia, 
you can also use port wine)
Olive oil (dry pressed), salt and peeper

4 PERSONS



Ingredients first course
Canalon  
(Cannelloni Catalan style) 

Cannelloni & Bechamel sauce
1l of fresh milk
80g of butter
80g of flour
Some nutmeg
12 pieces of fresh cannelloni pasta

4 PERSONS
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- Cut the neck pancetta, beef shank and chicken, put  

   a drizzle of olive oil, salt and pepper and distribute  

   them on a big cooking pot to go in the stoves in a  
   mixed way.- Clean the vegetables and cut them, put them on top  

   of the meat.- Start to cook for one hour approx.
- Turn it over to ensure even cooking. - After some minutes add the rancid wine and leave it  

   for another 30 minutes. - Add the dry bread.- Add the foie to small pieces. - After more and less 2 hours cooking, remove and wait  

   to be cooled to remove the bones from the chicken  
   and grind it well.

- Boil the Cannelloni (2 minutes less than the pasta  

   manufacturer says).
- Stretch some linen cloths on the kitchen and place  

   the cannelloni plates. 
- Fill the pastry hose with the  

   cannelloni filling, fill and close.

Bechamel sauce 
- Heat the butter in a tall saucepan, and once it has  

   melted, without burning or boiling, add the flour and stir  

   well to cook a little. 
- Pour the milk into the previous  

   mixture, with the salt, pepper  

   and nutmeg, stirring well so  

   that no lumps remain, until it  

   thickens. When you do, remove from the heat.
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CanalonHow it is done
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In a tray first arrange  the bechamel, a little,  so they will not stick  to the cannelloni... 

...and the Cannelloni  on top.

Finish with bechamel again and put the grated cheese and 

butter on top.

Finally, put the cannelloni in the gratinator at 180 

degrees for about 10 minutes.

6
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It is that simple - click on the video now

https://bit.ly/2VuwC88

https://bit.ly/2VuwC88


Ingredients Main course: 
Merluza a la vasca  
(Hake cooked Basque style) 

8 hake loins without bones 
350 g of clams 
3 garlic cloves
1 onion
200 ml fish stock (ready  
made or better homemade)
50 ml dry white wine 
1 teaspoon of flour  
A few sprigs of parsley
Virgin or extra virgin olive oil
Salt 

8 PERSONS
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- Put the clams in a bowl under the tap, rub each   
   other and leave them in water for a few minutes. 
- Change the water a couple of times if you see that  

   they release grit.- If you use the largest clams, leave them in water  
   with a few drops of vinegar     for about ten minutes. - This will cause them to     spit out any sand they    may have. 

Peel onion and garlic cloves and cut into small pieces.

- Roast the minced onions and garlic in a low pot with  

   the olive oil.  
- When they begin to brown add the flour  

   and cook a little. 

Before it takes color, deglaze with the fish stock and the 

white wine.
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Merluza a la vascaHow it is done
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Sear the hake fillets  with a little salt.

- Add the clams in the sauce and cover the casserole.

- As they open, remove them to a plate to ensure that  

   they do not dry out.  - When they have all been opened, put them back in the 

   pot. If any clam does not open, throw it away. :

Wash and chop the parsley and add it to the pot.

Arrange everything on the plates and enjoy.

6
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It is that simple - click on the video now

https://bit.ly/33yo9Fl 

https://bit.ly/33yo9Fl 


Ingredients Dessert
Crema catalana  
(Catalan cream)
300 ml whole milk
60 ml liquid cream (35% fat)
1 strip lemon
1 strip orange
3 unboiled eggs (only egg yolk)   
1/4 branch cinnamon
1/2 branch vanilla
45 grs. sugar
10 grs. cornstarch
.
Optional  
1 pinch green anise

Tools  
Cooking pot(s) Graduated glass
Sieve   Weighing device
Kitchen torch  Kitchen rod

4 PERSONS
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 Bring to boiling point the whole milk, the liquid cream,  

cinnamon, lemon and orange peel, green anise and vanilla 

beans (opened by the half lengthwise).

 Mix the egg yolks with sugar and cornstarch in a  
 bowl.

Crema catalanaHow it is done

Pour the strained boiling milk over the yolks and stir 

with a few rods.
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Crema catalanaHow it is done

It is that simple - click on the video now

https://bit.ly/39DuHqa

Cook the mixture over low-medium fire stirring non-
stop for 10 minutes. 

4

5 After 10 min stop and let the cream cool.

6 - Put the cream in a suitable bowl or dish.  

- When serving, add sugar on top and burn it with 

    a blowtorch or a burning shovel.

https://bit.ly/39DuHqa
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We hope you enjoy following the recipes and tasting our second advent menu!

Speaking about joy: We would be very pleased to get your photos of the advent menu. 

Our plan is to create a photo trip around the Berghof world, so that at least in this way we sit together 
at the table and have a toast on our successful year, since our common, festive meal at the Berghof 
Christmas party can not take place this year.

So please send us your pictures as well as your suggestions to marketing@berghof.com.

We also look forward receiving your further recipes, as this culinary trip shall go on in 2021.

We are eagerly waiting how you will go about the menus and how you like them! 

http://marketing@berghof.com

